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Abstract—Finding a connection path that remains stable for
sufficiently longer period is critical in mobile ad hoc networks
due to frequent link breaks. In this paper, an on-demand
Quality of Service (QoS) and stability based multicast rout-
ing (OQSMR) scheme is proposed, which is an extension of
ad hoc on-demand multicast routing protocol (ODMRP) to
provide QoS support for real time applications. The scheme
works as follows. Each node in the network periodically es-
timates the parameters, i.e., node and link stability factor,
bandwidth availability, and delays. Next step is creation of
neighbor stability and QoS database at every node by using
estimated parameters. The last sequence is multicast path
construction by using, route request and route reply packets,
and QoS and stability information, i.e., link/node stability fac-
tor, bandwidth and delays in route information cache of nodes,
and performing route maintenance in case of node mobility
and route failures. The simulation results indicate that pro-
posed OQSMR demonstrates reduction in packet overhead,
improvement in Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), and reduction
in end-to-end delays as compared to ODMRP, and Enhanced
ODMRP (E-ODMRP).
Keywords—mobile ad hoc network, mobility, multicast routing,
QoS, stability.
1. Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are self-organizing
networks consisting of mobile nodes which can be rapidly
deployable in emergency situations like battlefields, earth-
quakes, tsunami, floods, or any major disaster areas.
MANETs are deployed without base stations and do not
have wired infrastructure. They must adapt to traffic and
node mobility patterns. In MANET, a mobile node can
act as a router as well as a host. Two nodes can commu-
nicate with each other eventhough they are outside their
transmission range. The successful communication in such
a situation depends upon the intermediate node mobility
and failure probability [1].
Normally, MANETs are used for group communications,
where multicast protocols are efficient compared to unicast
protocols since they improve the efficiency of the wireless
links in MANETs and when an application demands for
sending multiple copies of messages from multiple sources
to multiple receivers. Multicasting reduces the communi-
cation costs by sending the single copy of the data to multi-
ple recipients rather than sending multiple copies by using
multiple unicasts. Thus it minimizes the link bandwidth,
processing, and transmission delay [2].
In broad sense, there are two types of multicast protocols:
mesh and tree based. Tree based structures are not stable
since they need to be reconstructed when topology is chang-
ing frequently [3]. Once the tree is established, a packet
will be sent to all nodes in the tree. A packet traverses
each node and link only once. It is not suited for MANETs
since the tree could break any time due to changes in the
topology. Therefore, focus of this work is on mesh based
routing since it provides better service when a network is
highly dynamic.
A mesh based structure can have multiple parents and a sin-
gle mesh structure can connect all multicast group members
with multiple links. When a primary link breaks away due
to mobility of a node, alternate links are immediately avail-
able. For long duration connections, nodes/links on a path
must be stable so that connection failures can be reduced.
Stable connection facilitates data transfer without interrup-
tion. The probability of route failure can be reduced by
lowering either the link failure rate or the number of links
that compose the route. It is important to note that delay
bounded route selection avoids larger delays.
Constructing and maintaining a multicast mesh should be
simple so as to keep minimum control overheads. Most of
the multicast routing protocols require periodic transmis-
sion of control packets in order to maintain multicast group
membership; thus requires more bandwidth. The objective
of presented work is to design and analyze a multicast mesh
based on-demand routing scheme in MANET, which is en-
hanced version of On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol
(ODMRP), to provide bandwidth satisfied, reliable and ro-
bust route.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of existing MANET multicast pro-
tocols, Section 3 discusses the proposed work in detail.
Simulation and result analysis are presented in Section 4,
and conclusions and future works are given in Section 5.
2. Related Works
With the rapid development of multimedia applications in
MANETs, there is an increasing need for QoS guarantee
for a real time application. Therefore, protocols designed
for MANETs should involve satisfying application require-
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ments while optimizing network resources. In the design
of routing protocols, finding the stability of nodes play an
important role in establishing a stable and QoS path that
offers better packet delivery ratio and low latency.
ODMRP is a protocol which makes use of group of for-
warding nodes to establish a mesh of nodes for every mul-
ticasting group [4], [5]. The work on ODMRP in [6], con-
siders node’s energy in route selection from source to des-
tination and results confirm that there is an improvement in
stability of the route due to low energy consumption based
routes.
In [7], E-ODMRP is presented which is an enhancement
of ODMRP. It does not have the forwarder lifetime where
as ODMRP’s forwarder has a timeout which is 3 times
the refresh interval. The route refresh rate is dynamically
adapted to the environment rather than refreshing at fixed
intervals as in ODMRP, which is a key parameter that has
critical impact on the network performance.
In [8], the stable paths are found based on selection of
forwarding nodes that have high stability of link connec-
tivity. The work given in [9], proposes a QoS – aware
Multicast Routing Protocol (QMRP) based on mesh ar-
chitecture which offers bandwidth guarantees for applica-
tions in MANETs. QMRP takes an adaptive approach and
starts with single path routing. When a single path rout-
ing fails, it switches to multipath routing by adding new
searching.
In [10], a Source initiated Mesh based and Soft-state QoS
Multicast Routing Protocol (SQMP) for MANETs is pro-
posed. The ant colony optimization technique is used for
finding best route to its destination through the cooperation
with other nodes. In [11], a weighted multicast routing al-
gorithm for MANET is proposed to find stable routes in
which the mobility parameters are assumed to be random
variables with an unknown distribution.
In [12], a stability-based unicast routing mechanism is dis-
cussed in which both link affinity and path stability are
considered in order to find out a stable route from source
to destination. It is then extended to support multicast rout-
ing where only local state information (at source) is utilized
for constructing a multicast tree. The work given in [13],
proposes a new algorithm for tree-based optimization. The
algorithm optimizes the multicast tree directly, unlike the
conventional solutions which find paths and integrating
them to generate a multicast tree. The fuzzy logic modified
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing pro-
tocol for multicast routing in MANETs is discussed in [14].
The fuzzy weighted logic multi-criteria are based on the pa-
rameters like remaining battery power of the nodes, number
of hop-counts and sent packets.
In [15], a multi-constrained QoS multicast routing scheme
is presented using genetic algorithm. The scheme applies
limited flooding using the available resources and mini-
mum computation time in a dynamic environment. In [16],
only the nodes that satisfy the delay requirements are used
to flood the route request messages. The nodes are mod-
eled as M/M/1 queuing systems, in which delay analysis is
made based on random packet arrival, service process, and
random channel access.
The Mesh-evolving Ad hoc QoS Multicast (MAQM) rout-
ing protocol presented in [17], achieves multicast efficiency
by tracking the availability of resources for each node
within its neighborhood. The QoS status is observed con-
tinuously and updated periodically to perform QoS provi-
sioning. In [18], authors have evaluated the performance
of mesh and tree-based multicast routing schemes relative
to flooding, and also proposed two variations: flooding,
scoped and hyper flooding, as a means to reduce overhead
and increase reliability, respectively.
In [19], a multi-path QoS multicast routing (MQMR) proto-
col is proposed. The scheme offers dynamic time slot con-
trol using a multi-path tree. Work given in [20], proposes
a novel Efficient Geographic Multicast Protocol (EGMP).
EGMP uses a virtual-zone-based structure to implement
scalable and efficient group membership management.
Effective transmission power control is a critical issue in the
design and performance of wireless ad hoc networks. Cur-
rent design of packet radios and protocols for wireless ad
hoc networks are primarily based on common-range trans-
mission control. The work given in [21], analyzes some of
the widely used routing protocols with varying transmission
range, mobility speed and number of nodes.
The work given in [22], uses the mobility and link connec-
tivity prediction to find routes and forwarding groups, and
to reconstruct the path in anticipation of topology changes.
The Associativity-based Ad hoc Multicast (ABAM) proto-
col given in [23], establishes multicast session on-demand
and utilizes an association stability concept, which refers
to spatial, temporal connection and power stability of node
with respect to neighbors. The protocol improves through-
put and has low communication overhead. In [24], Selfish
Check Negotiation Protocol (SCNP) is presented which al-
lows nodes to negotiate for collaboration. The impact of
being selfish and unselfish used in network communication
performance are discussed.
In [25], authors present the Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast
Service (MBMS) extension, that allows multiple variants of
the same content to be economically distributed to hetero-
geneous receivers, explicitly taking into account the possi-
bility of using either dedicated or common radio channels.
In [26], a novel analytical method for performance predic-
tion estimation of single- and multi-layer Multistage Inter-
connection Networks (MINs) under multicast environments
is presented. The “Cell Replication While Routing” is used
as a packet routing technique, and the “full multicast” mode
as transmission policy is employed in all the MINs under
study. The work presented in [27], estimates and selects
core for reducing multicast delay variation for delay sen-
sitive applications in Delay Variation Bounded Multicast
Tree (DVBMT).
Adaptive Demand-Driven Multicast Routing protocol
(ADMR) presented in [28], supports source specific mul-
ticast joins and to route along shortest paths, and uses no
periodic network-wide floods of control packets, periodic
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neighbor sensing, or periodic routing table exchanges, and
requires no core.
A reliable ODMRP is proposed in [29], for preferable
throughput. It constructs multicast routing based on the
cluster, and establishes a distributed mechanism of ac-
knowledgment and recovery of packet delivery. A single
forwarding path created in ODMRP is vulnerable to node
failures, since a set of misbehaving or malicious nodes
can create network partitions and mount Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attacks. Resilient ODMRP (RODMRP) [30], offers
more reliable forwarding paths in face of node and network
failures and DoS attacks.
3. Proposed Work
This section presents node and link stability, bandwidth and
delay estimation models, route discovery and maintenance
phases.
3.1. QoS Metrics
The authors propose certain parameters to describe the
Quality of Connectivity (QoC) for extracting the stable and
QoS links connecting a pair of nodes over time. This is
used as a criteria for route selection algorithm. Reliable
network requires more stable nodes and high quality links
which satisfy bandwidth and delay as QoS constraints. The
set of forwarding nodes with higher stability can improve
the routing performance. This section presents stability,
bandwidth and delay estimation models used in presented
scheme.
3.1.1. Node Stability
The stable nodes are necessary in forwarding group to pro-
vide better packet delivery services. Node stability in terms
of movement around its current position gives an idea of
stationary property of node. The authors use node stability
metric from their previous work given in [31], to identify
stable nodes in a path for forwarding packets from a source
to multicast group.
Two metrics to represent node stability as the quality of
connectivity is identified: self stability, and neighbor nodes
stability. The steps in finding the stability of a node are as
follows:
• all the nodes in MANET find the self stability, i.e.,
node movement relative to its previous position,
• find neighbors stability of all the nodes in MANET
by considering the neighbors self stability. Each node
in a MANET will compute the node stability factor
based on self stability, and neighbor nodes stability.
Self stability. It can be defined as the node’s movement
with respect to its previous position. If a node is trying to
move away from its position, the distance of the movement
and transmission range decides the stability. A node is
said to be stable if its movement is within given fraction
of its transmission range. Consider the scenario as shown
in Fig. 1, where a node with transmission range r moves
from position (xr, yr) to (xn, yn) in a given time window
by a distance d.
r
d
Xr, Yr
Xn, Yn
Fig. 1. Node movement.
When a node moves out from its previous position to the
next position, its position stability keeps changing with re-
spect to the distance moved. This change in distance (dti ) of
a node i, in a time window t is estimated by using Eq. (1).
dti =
√
(xn− xr)2 +(yn− yr)2 . (1)
Based on the movement of the distance at every time win-
dow, the self stability metric Ss(t) can be estimated as given
in Eq. (2). Ss(t) varies in the range 0 to 1. When the
movement distance dti of a node increases from its previ-
ous position, the self stability value will decrease. For the
requirement of the higher degree of movement stability, r/2
can be replaced by r/4 or r/8.
Ss(t) =


1−
dti
r/2
if 0≤ dti < r/2
0 otherwise
. (2)
There are some limitations in calculation of self stability
due to influence of GPS accuracy and resolution. Better re-
sults can be estimated with higher accuracy and resolution
in GPS. This work assumes that GPS accuracy and resolu-
tion is limited to 95% and 7.8 meters, respectively [32].
Neighbor node stability. It can be defined as how well
a node is being connected by its neighbor in terms of their
self stability. The nodes can exchange messages with each
other, if they are within the transmission range. Each node
accumulates connectivity information and signal stability
of one hop neighbors, and maintains a neighbor list.
The degree of a node n is represented as number of links
(or nodes) connected to it, and is denoted as ND. The
neighbor node stability of a node Ns(t) with respect to
neighbors at time t can be expressed as in Eq. (3):
Ns(t) = α×
1
ND
ND
∑
i=1
Ssi(t)+(1−α)×Ns(t−1) , (3)
where α is the weightage factor (lies between 0 and 1),
and is distributed between 0.6 and 0.7, since they yield
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better results in simulation. Ns(t− 1) is the recent neigh-
bor node stability, Ssi(t) is the self stability of neighbor
node i. The authors are using the stability model to select
nodes with higher self and neighbor stability values such
that the selected path through such stable nodes stays for
a longer duration.
3.1.2. Link Stability
Link stability between the nodes indicates quality and life
time of the connection. The link stability estimated in
the scheme is based on two parameters: received signal
strength and life time of the link.
The Algorithm 1 represents a pseudocode for updating link
stability status between the nodes. The different parameters
used in the algorithm are as follows:
• lifetime – duration of continuous connectivity be-
tween the nodes,
• lifetime threshold – indicates the maximum limit of
link lifetime that decides link stability,
• link stability status – is a boolean variable that defines
link stability between the nodes,
• recent – indicates most recent response received for
a Hello packet from a neighbor,
• P – number of Hello packets,
• received signal strength – is the strength of signal
received from a neighbor,
• signal threshold – is an acceptable signal strength to
be received from neighbors.
Algorithm 1: Link stability status between the nodes
1: P = No of Hello Packets;
2: lifetime = 0;
3: link stability status = 0;
4: Recent = 0;
5: lifetime threshold = P × Hello Packet Interval;
6: while P > 0 do
7: if received signal strength ≥ signal threshold then
8: lifetime = lifetime + 1;
9: Recent = 1;
10: P = P−1;
11: else
12: Recent = 0;
13: P = P−1;
14: end if
15: end while
16: lifetime sec = lifetime × Hello Packet Interval;
17: if (lifetime sec > lifetime threshold) and (Recent)
then
18: link stability status = 1;
19: else
20: link stability status = 0;
21: end if
Following parameter values are considered in Algorithm 1:
the signal threshold = −8.9 dB [33], No. of Hello Pack-
ets = 4, Hello packet exchange interval = 60 s, and lifetime
threshold is three times of the Hello packet exchange in-
terval. A typical neighbor information for a node with
neighbors A, B, C, etc., is given in Table 1. It comprises
of neighbor Id and its related information such as neigh-
bor stability factor, link stability factor, recent, lifetime,
and link stability status. For every neighbor node, link
and node stability factor will be estimated as discussed in
Subsection 3.1.3.
3.1.3. Stability Factor
This section describes computation of stability factor by
using node and link stability factor.
Node stability factor. First there is need to map the self
stability, and neighbor nodes stability on to a single metric
called node stability factor, Ns f . This can be expressed
as in Eq. (4). The Ns f (t) in time interval t represents the
stability of node at a given time interval with respect to its
neighbor movement from their respective positions. Higher
the value of Ns f (t) indicates better stability
Ns f (t) = f (Ss(t),Ns(t)) = βSs(t)+(1−β )Ns(t) . (4)
The weight factor β denotes the relative importance of the
quantities Ss(t) and Ns(t). It is assumed the value of β to
be distributed between 0.6 and 0.7, since they yield better
results in simulation.
Stability factor of a node is computed only if self stabil-
ity and neighbor stability is greater than zero. Thus this
scheme extracts the highly stable nodes and adjusts the
network topology, so as to reduce the probability of route
failure.
Link stability factor. A node is capable of estimating its
neighbor’s time of connection called as life time of a node.
The node is assumed to be aware of its direct (or imme-
diate) neighbor’s relative speed, called as v. The relative
speed is calculated based on [34]. Let’s denote the range
of a node as r, and the distance moved by the node as d.
The remaining distance is (r–d) for which connectivity may
still exist. A relationship between these parameters when
the link stability status = 1, is given in Eq. (5), called as
link stable duration (Lsd):
Lsd = (r−d)
v
. (5)
Link stable duration can be normalized by using a life-
time threshold (LTT), which has a higher value than any
Lsd’s may be observed. Normalized Lsd, denoted as link
stability factor, Ls f at a given time interval t is given in
Eq. (6):
Ls f (t) =


Lsd
LT T
if Lsd ≤ LTT
1 otherwise
. (6)
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Table 1
Neighbor information table
Neighbor Id Neighbor stability factor Link stability factor Recent Lifetime link stability status
A 0.9 0.2 0 3 0
B 0.8 0.4 1 4 1
C 0.6 0.3 0 3 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stability-Factor-Between-Nodes. Proposed routing
scheme makes use of node stability factor coupled with
link stability factor called as Stability Factor Between
Nodes (SFBN). SFBN is used for QoS based applications
to find the route from a source to destination. SFBN
(a normalized value) is given in Eq. (7), which helps in
selecting stable nodes and links for routing in multihop
networks which can stay together for a longer duration
SFBN(t) =
1
2
(
Ns f (t)+Ls f (t)) . (7)
The path from source to multicast group will be forwarded
through intermediate links, and the link with minimum
SFBN is selected as PathSFBN at a given time interval t.
This is given in Eq. (8), and is denoted by PathSFBN for
N intermediate links
PathSFBN(t) = min(SFBNi(t));∀i = 1 . . .N . (8)
3.1.4. Delay Estimation
For delay estimation, an arbitrary node that contributes to
traffic forwarding using the M/M/1 queuing system is mod-
eled. This queue represents a single queuing station with
a single server [35]. The authors assume that the contribut-
ing nodes are served by a single server with first come first
serve queuing policy. Packets arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate λ , and the probability distribution of the
service rate is exponential, denoted by µ . The maximum
size of the queue in every node is represented by K.
To satisfy delay requirements in multimedia real time ap-
plications, packets must be received by multicast receivers
which satisfies the application delay constraints. When
a packet is to be sent either by a source node or forwarding
group of nodes; it experiences three types of delays: queu-
ing, contention and transmission delay. The total delay
considered over a link between two nodes is given by
dTotal = dQ +dC +dT . (9)
The queuing delay denoted by dQ is the delay between
the time the packet is assigned to a queue and the time
it starts transmission. During this time, the packet waits
while other packets in the transmission queue are transmit-
ted. This is the amount of time a packet is spent in the
interfacing queue. The average contention delay, denoted
by dC is the time interval between the time the packet is
correctly received at the head node of the link and the time
the packet is assigned to an outgoing link queue for trans-
mission by the physical medium. The transmission delay
denoted by dT is the one between the times that the first
and last bits of the packet are transmitted over the physical
medium successfully. In proposed model, every node will
estimate single hop delay with its neighbor nodes. The
maximum value of dQ+C is approximated as the ratio of
maximum queue size over the service rate in a node, and
is given by
dQ+C ≈
K
µ . (10)
Transmission delay. Transmission mechanism used for
multicasting is different from unicast in random access
wireless communications. To transmit data packets over
a physical media, random access MAC model is employed.
Source node uses carrier sense multiple access with col-
lision avoidance protocol (CDMA/CA) to avoid packet
collision.
When a node has data to send, it senses the physical
medium. If the medium is idle, the packets are injected
into the network. Otherwise, it waits until the medium gets
idle and then it counts down a certain period of time called
back-off time before sending a data packet. When backoff
reaches zero, the packet is transmitted. When a collision
is detected, the contention window size is doubled and the
process is repeated. After a fixed number of retry attempts,
the packet is dropped. The time for which channel is avail-
able for an arbitrary node with φ interfering nodes can be
expressed as
dBussyChannel =
φ ×m
bw , (11)
where m represents the packet size and bw denotes the
single hop bandwidth between two nodes. Therefore the
time that the channel is available for data transmission in
time unit (1 s) is
dFreeChannel = 1−dBussyChannel = 1−
φ ×m
bw . (12)
The service time can be defined as
TserviceTime = ε +
m
bw , (13)
where ε is the duration of the back-off time during which
channel keeps sensing for idleness. The packet will be
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transmitted if the backoff window counts down to zero.
In fact this time depends on the network load, since the
process of countdown will be halted because the medium
is found to be busy. The pausing period of a packet stops
transmitting, which depends on the backoff interval and this
in-turn depends on the network load. Finally, the mean
transmission time required to transmit a packet is defined
as the ratio of the service time over the fraction of time the
channel is free. Hence, mean transmission delay is
dT =
ε +
m
bw
1−
φ ×m
bw
. (14)
Now, the total single hop delay between two nodes is the
sum of all the delays mentioned in Eq. (9), and it is
dTotal = dQ+C +dT =
K
µ +
ε +
m
bw
1−
φ ×m
bw
. (15)
By using Eq. (15), each node will estimate the single hop
delay. The path delay or end-to-end delay from source
to destination is the delay through intermediate links and
is additive in nature. It is given by Eq. (16), denoted by
Delay(Pi) where Pi is the i-th path, N is the number of
intermediate links, and for each path:
Delay(Pi) =
N
∑
j=1
dTotal j . (16)
3.1.5. Bandwidth Estimation
The bandwidth information is one of the important metric
of choice for providing Quality of service (QoS). The au-
thors considered their previous work presented in [36], to
estimate the available bandwidth based on the channel sta-
tus of the radio link to calculate the idle and busy periods
of the shared wireless media. By observing the channel
utility, the measure of the node activities can be taken as
well as its surrounding neighbors and thus obtain good ap-
proximation of bandwidth usage.
In IEEE 802.11 MANETs, due to the contention based
channel access, a node can only transmit data packets after
it gains the channel access. Hence, a node first listens to
the channel and estimates bandwidth by using the idle and
busy times for a predefined interval. This is expressed in
following equation
BW =
Tidle
Tinterval
×C , (17)
where Tidle denotes the idle time in an interval Tinterval ,
and C denotes the channel capacity. Tinterval comprises of
the following time periods: idle time of the channel Tidle,
time taken for actual transmission of the data Ttx, time taken
for retransmission of packets Trtx, and time taken for backoff
Tbacko f f . Equation (17) can be rewritten as
BW =
Tidle
Tidle +Ttx +Trtx +Tbackof f
×C . (18)
The time periods are measured individually and are incor-
porated in estimating the bandwidth. The path from source
to destination will be forwarded through many intermedi-
ate links, and the link which is having minimum band-
width (bottleneck BW) will be selected as Path bandwidth
as given in Eq. (19) denoted by PathBW for N intermediate
links
PathBW = min(BWi) ∀i = 1 . . .N . (19)
3.2. Route Establishment
OQSMR is an enhancement of ODMRP, since it is designed
to reduce repeated usage of control packets, so that band-
width consumption can be reduced. There are incorporated
changes in structure of ODMRP route request (Join Query)
and route reply (Join Reply) packets along with forward-
ing mechanism of route request packets. The databases for
routing include QoS and Stability factors. The request and
reply packets include QoS and stability factors.
Route establishment process of OQSMR makes use of pa-
rameters like SFBN, delay estimation and available band-
width information at each node. It considers a stability and
QoS database at each node for route request propagation
and path(s) finding between source to multicast receivers.
The scheme also uses a routing information cache at each
node that facilitates route finding by providing path infor-
mation. This will reduce route request propagation over-
heads. This section presents stability and QoS database
(NSQB), route request (RR) packets, route reply (RP)
packets, route error (RE) packets, and routing information
cache (RIC).
3.2.1. Neighbor Stability and QoS Database
When a node establishes connections with its one hop
neighbors, it maintains a database. This database contains
information regarding neighbors that include: id of neigh-
bor, its SFBN, bandwidth and delay values.
To explain the fields of the NSQB, let’s consider the net-
work topology given in Fig. 2, where S, A, B, C, R1, and
R2 are the nodes connected in the network. S is the source
S
A
R1
B
C
R2
Fig. 2. Network topology.
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Table 2
Neighbor Stability and QoS Database (NSQB)
at source node S
Neighbor id SFBN BW [Mb/s] dTotal [ms]
B 0.58 2.2 10
C 0.6 2.4 9.8
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
node, R1 and R2 are the receiver nodes and remaining
are the intermediate nodes. The links between two nodes
which are having SFBN below the SFTH will not be se-
lected. The authors have found through simulation that
SFTH with values between 0.5 to 0.9 and end-to-end delay
threshold of 100 to 200 ms yield better PDR and reduced
latency. Table 2 shows a typical neighbor information ta-
ble for source node S. The information in the table are
neighbor id, SFBN, available estimated bandwidth (BW),
and single hop delay, dTotal .
3.2.2. Route Request, Route Reply and Route Error
Packets
To create a multicast stable QoS route in a MANET from
source to group of receivers, various control packets such
as route request (RR), route reply (RP) and route error
(RE) packets are used. In this section, some of the control
packet components required for multicast stable QoS path
creation are described, and handling link failure situations
are shown. Some important fields of RR packet are:
• Source address – it is the address of the source from
where the path has to be established to the multicast
receivers. It originates the packet.
• Multicast receivers address – group of receivers ad-
dress where packet has to be forwarded. It helps in
accommodating the routes created by RR packets and
RP packets.
• Time to live – it is the number of hops RR packet
can travel. The value is decremented by one every
hop.
• Next hop address – it is the address of the neighbor
connected with in the transmission range for propa-
gating RR and RP packet.
• Sequence number – the sequence number assigned
to every packet delivered by the source that uniquely
identify the packet. It is used to avoid multiple trans-
mission of the same RR packet.
• Route record – it has the addresses of the visited
previous nodes recorded in visiting sequence. This
information will be used during the return journey to
RR packet originator by corresponding RP packet.
• SFBN record – it has the values of SFBN associated
with each link which are visited in sequence from
the source to group of receivers. This will help in
finding PathSFBN, which will be used by RP packet
to update RIC.
• Available bandwidth record – it is the estimated avail-
able bandwidth value associated with each link vis-
ited in sequence from source to group of receivers.
This will help in finding path available bandwidth,
which will be used by RP packet to update RIC.
• Delay record – it is the estimated delay associated
with each link visited in sequence from source to
group of receivers. This will help in finding the total
path delay, which will be used by RP packet to update
RIC.
• Application bandwidth requirement – it is bandwidth
required by an application at the source node.
RP packet format for multicast creation is almost similar to
RR packet with few changes. The changes in RR packet to
convert it into RP packet are as follows. When RR packet
reaches any of the group receivers, source address and re-
ceiver address are interchanged, SFBN record will be re-
placed by PathSFBN, bandwidth record will be replaced by
path available bandwidth, delay value will be replaced by
the end-to-end delay and contents of route record will be
reversed. RP packet from group of receivers will be sent
to source on a route given in its route record.
RE packet is generated when a node is unable to send
the packets. Some of the fields of this packet are source
address, receivers address, sequence number. Whenever
a node identifies link failures, it generates RE packet to
either source or nearest receiver. If link failure occurs in
forward journey of a RR packet (from source to multicast
receivers), RE packet is sent to the source. On the other
hand if link failure occurs for reverse journey of the RP
packet (from particular receiver to the source), RE packet
is sent to that receiver. Nodes receiving RE packet updates
their route information cache by removing paths having
failed links and also examine its route cache for an alter-
nate path. If an alternate path is found, it modifies the
route, otherwise packet is dropped.
3.2.3. Routing Information Cache
Routing Information Cache (RIC) is used to store the lat-
est routes to group of receivers learned through RR and
RP packets. This avoids unnecessary route discovery op-
eration each time when a data packet is to be transmitted.
This reduces delay, bandwidth consumption, and route dis-
covery overhead. A single route discovery may yield many
routes to the group of receivers, due to intermediate nodes
replying from local caches. When source node learns that
a route to a particular identified receiver is broken, it can
use another route from its local cache, if such a route to
that receiver exists in its cache. Otherwise, source node
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Table 3
Routing Information Cache at source node S
Receiver’s address Path information PathSFBN RPathBW [Mb/s] Delay [ms] Rec-Timestamp [H:Min:Sec]
R1 S-A-R1 0.6 1.8 100 0:0:0.4
S-C-R2-R1 0.8 1.6 120 0:0:0.6
R2 S-C-R2 0.7 1.0 89 0:0:0.8
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
initiates route discovery by sending a route request. Use
of RIC can speed up route discovery and it can reduce
propagation of route requests. The contents of RIC will be
removed at every periodic interval, if it is not updated for
certain time (may be 180 to 360 s).
Each node in the network maintains its own RIC that aids
in forwarding packets to neighbors. For every visited RP
packet at a node, RIC is updated by using some of the
fields in RP packet required for establishing stable QoS
paths. Table 3 presents a typical RIC at node S for topology
given in Fig. 2. Various Fields in the table are explained
as follows:
• Receivers address – it is the address of the node
where packet has to be forwarded (extracted from
RP packet destination address and route record). It
helps in accommodating the routes for RR packets.
• Path information – it represents a complete path (a
sequence of links).
• PathSFBN – it is the combined stability factor of path
as given in Eq. 8.
• Delay – it is the end-to-end delay to meet the total
delay constraint of the application as given in Eq. 16,
and it must be less than the threshold value.
• RPathBW – it is the remaining path bandwidth which
is the difference of PathBW and application band-
width.
• Recorded timestamp – it contains the time at which
RIC is updated by using RP packet.
3.3. Route Discovery Process
Multicast stable QoS path creation involves two phases: a
request and a reply phase. Request phase invokes route
discovery process to find routes to group of receivers using
stable and QoS intermediate nodes. Reply phase involves
updating of RIC and conforming the routes found in re-
quest phase. Stable nodes are the one who satisfy stability
criteria based on our module given in Subsection 3.1 as
well as accommodate bandwidth and delay requirement of
application. These stable and QoS nodes act as intermedi-
ate nodes that help to create multicast mesh from source to
group of receivers.
3.3.1. Request Phase
This section presents the process of request phase, reply
phase, and route maintenance that helps in discovering
a path.
A source node finds the route to its group of receivers by
using RR packets. The sequence of operations that occur
are as follows:
1. Source node prepares a RR packet with application
bandwidth and delay requirements.
2. Selective transmission of RR packet to neighbors
who satisfy stability criteria, i.e., SFBN greater than
SFTH, and bandwidth requirement, i.e., estimated
bandwidth greater than twice the application require-
ments.
3. A node receiving RR packet will discard it, if it is al-
ready received (by using sequence number and source
address).
4. If RR packet is not a duplicate, checks RIC for avail-
ability of route; if available, RP packet will be gen-
erated and start reply propagation to source.
5. If RR packet is a duplicate, then discard it and stop
transmission of RR packet.
6. If not duplicate and no route available in RIC, trans-
mit the RR packet by updating its fields (route record,
SFBN record, bandwidth record, delay record, time
to live, and nexthop address) to its neighbors as in
step 2.
7. Perform steps 3 to 6 until destination is reached.
8. If receiver is not reached within certain hops, send
RE packet to the source node.
Figure 3 illustrates the basic operation of route request
phase for the network topology of Fig. 2:
• Source node S prepares a RR packet with application
bandwidth and delay requirements.
• Broadcasts RR packet to discover the routes to mul-
ticast receivers R1 and R2.
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Fig. 3. Route request paths from S to R1 and R2.
• Nodes A, B and C receive RR packet from source S,
with assumption that they satisfy the SFBN, BW and
delay requirements.
• Check RIC for availability of route at A, B and C to
R1 and R2.
• Node A broadcasts RR packet to R1 and B. Node C
broadcasts to B and R2. Node B broadcasts to A,
R2, R1 and C.
• Node B finds that the packets received through A
and C are same as that received by S. Thus duplicate
packets are eliminated, as indicated by cross mark
in Fig. 3. Similar elimination of duplicated packets
are done at nodes A and C which are being received
by B.
• R1 and R2 eliminates duplicate packets from nodes
B and C respectively.
• If A, B and C have no direct routes to R1 and R2, they
update and modify the RR packet (for route record,
SFBN record, BW record, end-to-end delay, Time to
live and next-hop add) and transmit to next forward-
ing group of nodes.
• As R2 and R1 are the receiver nodes, they updates
RIC and modify the RR packet.
• Finally now, R1 and R2 have paths to the source S:
R1-A-S, R1-B-S, R2-C-S, and R2-B-S.
3.3.2. Reply Phase
Multicast receivers initiates the reply phase. When RR
packet reaches the receiver node, following operations are
performed in the reply phase.
1. RP packet is generated from RR packet by perform-
ing following changes in RR packet; receiver and
source node addresses are interchanged, route record
is reversed, update SFBN record with PathSFBN, up-
date bandwidth record with PathBW and delay record
with end-to-end delay.
2. Update RIC at receiver node with receiver id, path
information, PathSFBN, PathBW, delay and time.
3. RP packet is forwarded to nexthop node as per the
route record if PathBW, and end-to-end delay are sat-
isfied.
4. Node receiving RP packet checks whether available
PathBW is greater than application requirement, and
end-to-end delay less than the delay threshold, if so,
updates RIC by using contents of RP packet. Updates
will happen only if current time is greater than the
time recorded in RIC. If bandwidth is not available,
and end-to-end delay not less than the threshold, send
RE packet to receiver and visited intermediate nodes
to stop RP packet propagation.
5. Perform steps 3 and 4 until source is reached.
6. If source is not found due to link breaks, send RE
packet to the receiver.
7. The source node chooses one of the received paths
with higher bandwidth availability and delay with
lesser time and keeps other paths as backup paths.
R2
R1A
B
S
C
RP
RP
RP
RP
Fig. 4. Reply paths from R1 to S.
Figure 4 illustrates the basic operation of reply phase from
receiver R1 to source S, for the network topology of Fig. 2.
• Receiver node R1 prepares RP packets for the RR
packets in two directions R1-A-S and R1-B-S.
• Route for one RP packet is R1-A-S and for other RP
packet is R1-B-S. PathSFBN, PathBW and delay in
the RP packets are updated.
• Both the RP packets are assumed to flow through the
paths and reach the source S. The visited intermediate
nodes will update paths to node A and B in their
RIC’s.
• RIC at node S will be updated after receiving RP
packets in both directions.
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Fig. 5. Reply paths from R2 to S.
Figure 5 illustrates the basic operation of reply phase from
receiver R2 to source S, for the network topology of Fig. 2.
• Receiver node R2 prepares RP packets for the RR
packets in two directions R2-B-S and R2-C-S.
• Route for one RP packet is R2-B-S and for other RP
packet is R2-C-S. PathSFBN, PathBW and delay in
the RP packets are updated.
• Both the RP packets are assumed to flow through the
paths and reach the source S. The visited intermediate
nodes will update paths to node B and C in their
RIC’s.
• RIC at node S will be updated after receiving RP
packets in both directions.
The mesh structure created between source S and group of
receivers R1 and R2 in our example with A, B and C as
forwarding nodes is given in Fig. 6. In OQSMR, selec-
tion of stable forwarding nodes plays an important role in
creating mesh structure which satisfies stability, bandwidth
and delay requirements. A forwarding node always checks
for higher value of the stability factor, minimum bandwidth
and less delay. Thus created mesh is the reliable and ro-
bust structure which can be used for multimedia real time
application.
A
B
C
S
R1
R2
Fig. 6. Mesh created between source S and receivers R1 and R2.
3.4. Route Maintenance
Route maintenance is required in case of link failures.
There are three cases: link failure between stable interme-
diate nodes, between source and stable intermediate node,
and between receivers and stable intermediate node. The
problem can be tackled in following ways. In case of link
failure between two stable intermediate nodes, the node
detecting failure condition will use RR and RP packets to
find stable QoS path between itself and the receiver. The
new path from intermediate node to destination will be in-
formed to source. If a new path is not found, the node
sends RE packet to source to rediscover the paths. In case
of link failure between source and stable intermediate node,
source node will probe backup path, if it is working, it will
use backup path. Routes will be rediscovered if backup
path does not exist. In case of link failure between receiver
and stable intermediate node, the intermediate node will
use RR and RP packets to discover paths to receiver from
itself and informs the source about the path. If route is not
discovered, the node sends RE packet to source to initiate
route rediscovery. The source constructs a new path in all
the cases for further routing of packets.
4. Simulation and Performance
Evaluation
In this section, the performance of proposed protocol with
ODMRP [4], and E-ODMRP [7] is compared, through ex-
tensive set of simulations. These protocols have been taken
for comparison because both are mesh based. These proto-
cols are compared in terms of packet delivery ratio, control
overhead, and average end-to-end delay. Simulation con-
siders the values of the performance parameters taken for
several iterations, and the values are used for computing the
mean. The values lying with in 95% of the confidence in-
terval of the mean are used for computing the mean value,
which are plotted in the graphs in result analysis section.
The various network scenarios have been simulated using
discrete event simulation model developed by C program-
ming language. Simulation environment consists of four
models: Network, Channel, Mobility, and Traffic. In net-
work model an ad hoc network is generated in an area of
l × b square meters. It consists of N number of mobile
nodes that are placed randomly within a given area. The
coverage area around each node has a limited bandwidth
that is shared among its neighbors. It is assumed that, the
operating range of transmitted power and communication
range r are constant.
Channel Model assumes free space propagation model and
error free channel. To access the channel, ad hoc nodes
use Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA) media access protocol to avoid possible
collisions and subsequent packet drops is used. In mobility
model: a random way-point (RWP) mobility model based
upon three parameters: speed (Mob) of movement, direc-
tion for mobility and time of mobility. In RWP, each node
picks a random destination uniformly within an underlying
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physical space, and nodes travel with a given speed. The
node pauses for a time period Z, and the process repeats
itself. The traffic model is a constant bit rate model that
transmits certain number of fixed size packets at a given
rate.
4.1. Performance Parameters
Following metrics have been used to analyze the perfor-
mance:
– Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) – it is the ratio of num-
ber of average data packets received at the multicast
receivers to the number of data packets sent by the
source;
– Packet Overhead – it measures the ratio of control
packets sent to the network to the total number of
average data packets delivered to the receivers;
– Average end-to-end Delay – it is the average delay
experienced by the successfully delivered packets in
reaching their receivers.
Simulation parameters used are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4
Simulation parameters description
Parameter name Value
Topology 1000 m × 1000 mflat-grid area
Number of nodes 50
Multicast group size 10–50
Number of sources 1–6
Node placement Random
Mobility model Random way-point
MAC layer IEEE 802.11 DCF
Channel capacity 2 Mb/s
Transmission range [m] 250
Carrier-sense range [m] 500
Antenna type Omnidirectional
Node speed [m/s] 1–50 m/s
Traffic type CBR
Packet size [bytes] 512
Traffic rate [packets/s] 4 to 32
Minimum bandwidth [Kb/s] 40
Maximum delay [s] 0.1
SFTH [Min.] 0.5
SFTH [Max.] 0.9
Simulation time [s] 500
4.2. Simulation Procedure
Simulation procedure for the proposed scheme is as follows:
1. Generate ad hoc network with given number of
nodes.
2. Estimate stability factor based on self node stability
and neighbor node stability.
3. Compute link stability factor using Table 1 and Lsd.
4. Compute bandwidth at each node to satisfy applica-
tion requirement.
5. Update NSQB at each node considering their neigh-
bors.
6. Initiate Route Discovery Process using RR, RP and
RE, and accordingly update RIC.
7. Establish the path(s) from source to receivers, and
send the data packets,
8. Compute performance parameters of the system.
4.3. Result Analysis
Effect of multicast group size. OQSMR performs better
than ODMRP, and E-ODMRP in terms of PDR for the mul-
ticast group size (10 to 50) as shown in Fig. 7. The reasons
for achieving high PDR (around 95%) in OQSMR are, use
of high stable nodes, avoiding nodes with higher delays,
and long duration links, and maintaining route cache at ev-
ery node which avoids unnecessary route discovery. The
performance analysis of packet overhead against number of
multicast group size is shown in Fig. 8. The overhead is
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Fig. 7. Packet delivery ratio vs. multicast group size (1 multicast
group, 1 source, and 20 m/s maximum speed).
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Fig. 8. Packet overhead vs. multicast group size (1 multicast
group, 1 source, and 20 m/s maximum speed).
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Fig. 9. Average end-to-end delay vs. multicast group size (1 mul-
ticast group, 1 source, and 20 m/s maximum speed)
reduced in OQSMR compared to ODMRP and E-ODMRP.
The following reasons are given to claim the reduced over-
head: strong mesh creation through stable nodes and longer
lifetime of links, maintenance of route cache to store the
latest routes to group of receivers, avoids unnecessary route
discovery, and more efficient forwarding mechanism is cre-
ated when multicat group size increases. From Fig. 9,
OQSMR exhibits lower average end-to-end delay can be
observed that compared to ODMRP and E-ODMRP be-
cause the multicast traffic is initiated through the nodes
those come in non-congested areas, and links established
through such stable nodes will have higher link lifetime.
Effect of multicast traffic load. Figures 10–12 exhibit the
effect of increase in traffic load on network performance.
The sending packet rate varies from 4 to 32 per second with
a fixed packet size of 512 bytes, for one multicast source
and 20 receivers in the multicast group. The maximum
node movement is considered as 20 m/s.
Figure 10 depicts degradation in performance when packet
sending rate is increased. High packet sending rate causes
higher congestion and packet loss in the network. Results
reveal that OQSMR outperforms compared to ODMRP and
E-ODMRP. This is because, in OQSMR, nodes avoid in-
tensive flooding of query messages. The direct implication
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Fig. 10. Packet delivery ratio vs. multicast traffic (1 source,
20 multicast receivers and 20 m/s maximum speed).
is that more bandwidth is allocated to the nodes, and hence
packet loss can be reduced. Furthermore, it improves the
end-to-end delay as packet sending rate increases.
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Fig. 11. Packet overhead vs. multicast traffic (1 source, 20 mul-
ticast receivers and 20 m/s maximum speed).
As depicted in Fig. 11, packet overhead in OQSMR re-
mains lower than that of ODMRP and E-ODMRP, be-
cause it greatly reduces the cost of discovery mechanism
due to the mesh architecture created among stable nodes.
Figure 12 of the result analysis shows average end-to-end
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Fig. 12. Average end-to-end delay vs. multicast traffic (1 source,
20 multicast receivers and 20 m/s maximum speed).
delay against multicast traffic. As the sending traffic rate
increases from 4 to 32 packets per second (for a fixed
packet size of 512 bytes), ODMRP progresses slightly in
upward direction which indicates increase in average end-
to-end delay. This is because of extensive increase in the
query messages at higher traffic load and service time delay
among contributing nodes. It is relatively less in E-ODMRP
and OQSMR. Presented protocol shows reduced end-to-end
delay compared to other two protocols, since the query
messages and their service time is reduced at high traffic
load.
Effect of number of multicast sources. Figure 13 illus-
trates the effects of multicast sources on packet delivery
ratio when a single multicast group is considered. The
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number of multicast source nodes from 1 to 6 is varied
and keeping the number of receiver nodes as 20. Although
mesh structure of routing protocols provides good deliv-
ery ratio, it suffers from poor packet delivery ratio in sce-
narios where multiple sources generate multicast traffic.
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Fig. 13. Packet delivery ratio vs. multicast sources (1 multicast
group, 1–6 sources, 20 multicast receivers and 20 m/s maximum
speed).
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Fig. 14. Packet overhead vs. multicast sources (1 multicast group,
1–6 sources, 20 multicast receivers and 20 m/s maximum speed).
This will create congestion and packet loss within the net-
work. It is observed that OQSMR has relatively higher
PDR compared to ODMRP and E-ODMRP when number
of sources are increased. Results in Fig. 14 reveal that pre-
sented method induces relatively lower packet overhead as
the number of traffic sources increase compared to ODMRP
and E-ODMRP. High packet overheads under high traffic
loads are observed in ODMRP and E-ODMRP. This is be-
cause in scenarios where the number of multicast sources
increase, a large number of request messages are injected
into the network by non-active forwarding nodes resulting
in higher network congestion and packet overhead.
Effect of node speed. Figures 15 to 17 show the effect
of mobility on the performance of routing protocols. The
maximum node speed varies from 1 to 50 m/s for 20 mul-
ticast receivers. The speed of 30 to 50 m/s can be appli-
cable to class of MANETs such as VANETs (Vehicle Ad
hoc Networks). Basically, the mesh nature and path re-
dundancy in multicast based routing protocols compromise
frequent link breakage. This is true in scenarios where
the nodes move with high speed. The fault tolerance ca-
pabilities keep packet delivery ratio high by creating mul-
tiple forwarding routes and avoiding high packet loss rate
due to link breakage. Figure 15, shows that OQSMR per-
forms relatively better than ODMRP and E-ODMRP in
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Fig. 15. Packet delivery ratio vs. node speed (1 group, 1 source,
20 multicast receivers).
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Fig. 16. Packet overhead vs. node speed (1 group, 1 source,
20 multicast receivers).
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Fig. 17. Average end-to-end delay vs. node speed (1 group,
1 source, 20 multicast receivers).
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terms of PDR with variation in node speed. This is be-
cause, path constructing techniques used in OQSMR em-
ploys stable nodes and stronger links. Figure 16 repre-
sents the routing overhead as a function of node mobil-
ity. As indicated, the gap between ODMRP to E-ODMRP
and E-ODMRP to OQSMR is relatively large at nodes’
high speed. The non-stable forwarding nodes impose fre-
quent message rebroadcasting, which effects the perfor-
mance of ODMRP and E-ODMRP compared to OQSMR.
Average end-to-end delay performance with increase in
node speed is better in OQSMR as compared to ODMRP
and E-ODMRP, as depicted in Fig. 17.
5. Conclusions
Node’s and link stability, delay, bandwidth are the impor-
tant reliability and QoS metrics among several parame-
ters for providing an efficient, low overhead QoS support
for mesh based multicast routing in Mobile Ad hoc Net-
works. In this paper, an on demand QoS and stability
based multicast routing (OQSMR) is proposed which is
an enhancement of ad hoc on demand multicast routing
protocol (ODMRP) to provide stable connection and QoS
support for real time applications. The general conclu-
sion from presented simulation experiments reveals that
proposed OQSMR routing protocol performs better than
ODMRP and E-ODMRP in terms of packet delivery ratio,
packet overhead, average end-to-end delay as a function of
varying number of receivers, sources and nodes speed.
In future works, the authors aim to study more by com-
paring our On-demand QoS and Stability based Multicast
Routing (OQSMR) protocol with some more QoS based
routing protocols in MANETs. The work can be extended
by considering delay distribution among nodes in the path
such that request packets may not be forwarded, if node/link
delay does not satisfy the required node/link delay, and
work out jitter based model at the nodes such that scheme
must choose a node with less delay jitters. The plans cover
also to work on any cast routing protocols to check the
efficiency under high throughput applications, e.g. multi-
media applications by employing negotiation parameters in
route request packet in finding nearest server through non
congested paths.
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